concerning three different orthogonal aspects provided by a cubic space. The results are three probability distributions, but there is some loss of data correlation. Another type of display, shown in Figure 3 , keeps the correlation of three parameters measured simultaneously on a cell by cell basis. Two different types of such color displays are given in Figure 4 . Frequency levels in two-dimensional probability distributions have been converted into different colors as shown in Figure 4a , b.
Using color up to four parameters may easily be visualized. In the HEIFAS system, two parameters (e.g. DNA and protein) generate a two dimensional plane. Dots in this plane represent the DNA/protein measurements of the corresponding cells. The color of the dots can be used to monitor the third parameter (e.g. light scattering) and the color intensity may in addition correspond to the probability of cells having identical parameter triplets, as shown in Figure 4c , d. Figure  4e is an illustration of the method employed to utilize color for displaying two additional features. The four parametric color prints are actually used in identifying abnormal cells in smears from the uterine cervix by means of flow cytometry techniques.
